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Dr. Aleron Kong is the Father of American LitRPG. Join him in his best-selling LitRPG saga, The

Land. The journey of Terrifying Adventures, Dangerous Enemies and Heart Stopping Wonder

continues here.â€œThis is the world you were meant to fight for!â€•Welcome to the SIXTH vivacious

installment of Aleron Kong's, Chaos Seeds series. The time of hiding has passed. The Mist Village

will make itself known. Goblins have invaded Richterâ€™s lands. Though the first incursion has

been defeated, the anger of Chaos Seed remains. Those who challenge Richterâ€™s power will

learn there is a reason all creatures fear the mistâ€¦ it is the home of monsters.For the first time,

Richter takes the battle to his enemies. He will live up to his name, and the very Land will shake with

this power. With his allies, the Wood Sprites of Nadria, the army of the Mist Village marches to war.

Richter has been a healer, an enchanter, a dungeon diver, and a killer. Now he becomes something

more. He becomes a RAIDER!This is a world of wonder and horror. This is a world of pain and joy.

This is the world of monstersâ€¦ and the brave men who battle them. Welcome back my

friends!Welcome backâ€¦ to The Land!
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In many ways, this is the best installment in the series. From the first page, picking up where book 5

left off, it's the Mist Village against foes which are out of their weight class, and there is no way out

but through. The book is merciless. Richter and his village are being pulled into conflicts and the

tension and weight of choices are palpable. Time matters. Decisions to delay or engage matter. His

alliances are two-edged swords, demanding more of him, not just giving. Richter has to call on

everything he and his allies have built over the past five books and -- very satisfyingly -- his

lieutenants have grown into their roles (Caulder, Terrod, Tabia, ...). It isn't Richter against a

dungeon or a crypt mistress or a spider queen, or even a rock troll. It's the Mist Village gathering

and striking at an existential threat before it is too late if it is not already.

First, thank you, Mr. Kong, for your efforts, creativity, and talent. I've become deeply immersed in

your universe with no chance of escape and where the only pain that exists is the interminable wait

for the next book to be released.I experienced just about every emotion reading this latest work and

finished the book happy, stunned and panting for more!I am most grateful for being able to

experience your world and wish you luck, happiness, continued success and, most importantly,

health so that you may continue to enthrall us with your tales!

Chaos Seeds Books are brilliantly written. Enjoyable, believable, and the characters are well

developed.I've read a lot of good stories about characters who get put through a lot, or are

overpowered, underpowered, and get the feet chopped off but still continue walking kinda of thing.

However, these books keep it reasonably real. Nobody wants to read about a hero loser. We want

our hero to win, not get everything they want and become an OVERPOWERED GOD after two

chapters.This series was a DELIGHT to read. I've read series 1 and 2 of other books where they kill

off the main characters beloved companion or pet. While bad things happen even to GOOD

HERO's.. I put the books down at that point and don't continue the series. This series is every bit

deserving of the 5 stars, because it gives the reader and very enjoyable, realistic story of the life of

the main character and his companions. High recommend this to anyone that enjoys fantasy as

much as I do.

No author in the LitRPG category shines like Kong does. The story is excellent, with action, drama,

humor, and a continued progress and complexity that makes it almost impossible to put down. I defy

any reader to know for sure where the story goes from one moment to the next.Likewise the



characters: their personalities are strong and unique: no 2D cut-outs here! But they grow, they

change, like any good characters should. Their interactions are real, and the frequent humor in odd

places is as welcome as it would be in any action movie.Also a very strong "Respect" for the editing!

5/5 stars there! No homonyms, no grating phrases, no shocking tense, gender, or spelling errors.

Awesome. Just the smooth reading flow other authors might miss. This is important, because

editing is a chore. It takes so much time to polish a story you're eager to hand off to a long-suffering

fan base, but there's no substitute for quality. This is a polished piece of work.Finally, the RPG

element. Too many authors use it poorly, where you do not feel a connection to "the system", or it's

so strong that there's little personality to the story and characters. Not so here! There's a perfect

blend of system activity and definition coupled with an openness that makes it all feel right. You do

feel like anyone could do or learn anything here, but that there are strong rules and controls

surrounding it. Another problem LitRPG stories can have is too many system messages, obviously

used to fluff up the word count and/or to hide poor work. Once again Kong does this very well,

where when a bulk of messages appear it's due to strong character advancement, and he uses

ellipses to skip unnecessary repetition. (I wish all LitRPG authors did this!) He also shows us

character sheets when appropriate: just before or after important changes, or for new (and usually

important) NPCs. The stat sheets are done so well that they're worth reading, and even

welcome.This is still a relatively new genre, and each good author has a unique voice, and Aleron

Kong is singing with the best of them. I highly recommend this book and the series to anyone.

This was the first book of this writing style I read. I will say that I am hooked and absolutely will be

reading more. I couldn't believe the detail the author used and how he made sure you understood

the characters.I loved the progression of all of the characters and the storyline. It takes alot for me

to be hooked on a book so hard that I can't put it down and this one did that for me. To the point that

my wife yelled at me for not paying attention to her. I felt like I was right beside Richter through the

whole book.I will definitely be referring my friends to this series

If you like books, and enjoy fantasy writing; ItÃ¢Â€Â™ll definitely be your thing. If you LOVE books,

and cherish fantasy worksÃ¢Â€Â¦you will be hopelessly (and happily) lost.I started book

oneÃ¢Â€Â¦and with each work found myself forlorn at the end. The writing is SO good you will blow

throw the books and lament only the fact that they arenÃ¢Â€Â™t 10,000 pages long. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s

THAT good. After 5 days I started the series againÃ¢Â€Â¦itÃ¢Â€Â™s just as good the second time

through.All hail Dr. Aleron Kong. Long may he reign!
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